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Abstract

Multiplayer games have to support activities which have differing usability require-

ments. The usability of the system is directly influenced by the choice of consistency

maintenance algorithm. These algorithms must accommodate usability requirements

while ensuring shared data is accurately replicated. We demonstrate that consistency

maintenance in games can be organized around the AMP properties which state that

separate nodes can maintain their instances of shared data using different algorithms

(asymmetry), multiple consistency maintenance algorithms can be used within an

application (multiplicity), and that consistency maintenance algorithms should be

created as modular components (plug-replaceability). The motivation for AMP is

outlined with a review of examples from commercial 3D games and related research.

Consistency maintenance algorithms are shown to exist in a usability trade-off space.

A set of usability metrics is introduced and used to experimentally explore this space.

Our results imply that no single algorithm is suitable for every in-game situation.

The thesis concludes with an informal evaluation of the AMP based on our experi-

ence using the Fiaa.NET as an AMP framework. We found that AMP had several

weaknesses, but that these were outweighed by the benefits for the developer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Networked three-dimensional (3D) multiplayer games allow groups of players to in-

teract in a virtual world. Types of 3D multiplayer games include sports simulations,

fantasy role-playing games, and first-person shooters. Players control an avatar, a

3D representation of themselves, in the game world. Performance is critical in video

games; games push the limits of the system’s processor, graphics card, and network

infrastructure.

Multiplayer games are implemented as complex distributed systems, largely based

on a client/server model where, to improve performance, time-sensitive data is repli-

cated to the clients. The consistency maintenance problem in client-server games

involves maintaining the consistency of data replicated to the client with the canoni-

cal game state located on the server.

A game world is composed of elements, which can be entities, phenomena or values.

Depending on the game, entities may include buildings, player avatars, monsters,

treasure chests, or the contents of a backpack; phenomena could include the weather

or time of day; and values might be the amount of gold a player has in the bank.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

(a) A game of checkers and a racing game con-
sist of elements such as car, track, and board
pieces.

(b) Most games contain many different ele-
ments.

Figure 1.1: Various entities in multiplayer games.

A game of checkers (figure 1.1(a)) contains several elements: entities for the board

and the game pieces and values for the players’ scores. In a racing game the entities

would be the cars and a track. More complex games consist of more elements. For

instance, figure 1.1(b) shows a game consisting of a variety of creatures and items.

Underlying these elements are data that are used to compute how the elements

appear to the player; for example, a ghost (figure 1.1(b)) might be characterized by

its position, hitpoints, and aggression level. We call the data underlying a single

element a data segment or simply a segment.

It is possible for players’ activities in the game to require different levels of inter-

activity. Consider the following examples:

Players in World of Warcraft explore the environment by moving their avatars
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through a 3D world [8]. It is important for the players to experience low feedback

times for such highly interactive activities [36], as controls would otherwise feel slug-

gish, leading to player frustration. Feedback time can be improved by allowing input

to be immediately processed to update local segments. The risk in this approach is

that client segments may become inconsistent or conflict with the segment on the

server, potentially requiring a correction. In this example of avatar movement, con-

flicts are infrequent and few corrections are required.

Some multiplayer games allow players to buy and sell in-game items from virtual

shops or merchants. These economic transactions tend to be conducted through

familiar interfaces consisting of lists, buttons, and menus. It is important for players

to be viewing correct data when performing economic transactions. It would be

frustrating for a player to purchase an item based on a client-side price, only to find

that the real price has change in the meantime. It is acceptable for feedback time

on purchases to be higher (as a result of client-server communications) in order to

ensure accuracy in the player’s view of the game.

Unfortunately, not all usability requirements are as polarized as the previous ex-

amples. Players of multiplayer first-person shooters, games where players compete in

fast-paced firefights, require both responsive controls and an accurate representation

of the game world. Players require low feedback time in order to feel in control of

their avatar. Players also require accurate reporting of avatar positions to be able to

aim and fire at their opponents.

These examples illustrate how consistency maintenance algorithms trade-off us-

ability requirements. The developer often has to choose between performance and

accuracy. For example, feedback time can often be improved at the cost of replica
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consistency. In the first-person shooter example, the consistency maintenance algo-

rithm has to carefully balance these two properties, finding the point where feedback

time and accuracy provide the most enjoyable play.

Because of this, there is no single consistency maintenance algorithm that is appro-

priate for all aspects of multiplayer games. Within a single game, different elements

might benefit from having different consistency maintenance algorithms. Two clients’

replicas of the same segment could use different algorithms to maintain consistency

with the server.

1.1 AMP Consistency Maintenance

In this thesis, we show how a game players’ experience is influenced by the choice of

consistency maintenance algorithm and report our evaluation of a framework allowing

the flexible deployment of multiple consistency maintenance algorithms within a single

game. We introduce four usability metrics for consistency maintenance algorithms,

and empirically evaluate a set of algorithms to demonstrate how they trade off the

properties that these metrics measure. To help developers address these trade-offs,

we introduce the AMP approach to structure consistency maintenance in multiplayer

games. AMP allows the use of multiple, asymmetric, plug-replaceable consistency

maintenance units in a single game. The Fiaa.NET implementation of the Workspace

model serves as a natural base for AMP programming. We use Fiaa.NET to evaluate

AMP’s benefits and weaknesses.

The AMP properties are:

• Asymmetric consistency maintenance. When a server element is replicated
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Olive’s PC Server Stewart’s PC

Low Feedback

Time CM

High Fidelity

CM

Extrapolating

CM

Low Feedback

Time CM

High Fidelity

CM

Extrapolating

CM

Figure 1.2: An AMP system with different algorithms for each player.

over multiple clients, different clients may choose to use different algorithms to

maintain consistency with that element.

• Multiple consistency maintenance algorithms within an application. The de-

veloper may apply different algorithms to different elements.

• Plug-replaceable consistency maintenance. The developer may deploy consis-

tency maintenance algorithms as modules which can be quickly interchanged.

Figure 1.2 shows how different consistency maintenance algorithms can be applied

to different elements in a multiplayer game. The two players each control their own

avatar, which means they will require replica synchronization with low feedback time.

The game map, being a data structure representing the in-game environment, remains

fairly static but must remain identical on all clients and must use an algorithm which

provides an accurate replica.

As opponents’ avatars are not controlled by a client, they do not require the same

low feedback times for their interactions. A consistency maintenance algorithm which
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encourages higher fidelity (a more accurate representation of their position) can be

created by allowing the client to predict position updates.

1.2 Evaluation

This thesis demonstrates that it is both beneficial and practical to structure games

around these AMP principles. We provide two forms of evaluation for this claim.

First, we empirically evaluate four existing and one novel consistency maintenance

algorithms to quantify how they trade-off usability properties. This evaluation moti-

vates the need for AMP, showing that no single consistency maintenance algorithm

is appropriate for all circumstances. This is followed by a qualitative evaluation of

the practicality of the AMP properties for multiplayer games, specifically player con-

trolled moving elements. Player controlled elements have been found to generate

70% of network traffic in some multiplayer games [3], making this particular case of

interest to us.

We conduct these experiments using a simulation of a multiplayer video game. We

measure four usability metrics during the execution of five consistency maintenance

algorithms under three different network latency conditions. The experiments validate

that consistency maintenance algorithms indeed trade off usability properties and

that AMP is a suitable technique for building games that best match consistency

maintenance algorithms to usability requirements.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis offers the following contributions:
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• Identification of the AMP properties as key to the development of consistency

maintenance algorithms in games;

• Identification of a set of usability metrics which can be used to quantitatively

compare consistency maintenance algorithms for games,

• Measurement of the usability qualities of a set of consistency maintenance al-

gorithms. This allows us to explore the usability trade-off space embodied by

these algorithms;

• Design and implementation of local lag with updates, a novel consistency main-

tenance algorithm combining both local-lag and speculative updates based on

time-stamped state updates;

• Demonstration of the strengths and weaknesses of a generic architecture for

AMP development.

1.4 Outline

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. We begin in chapter 2 with

a review of the existing research into consistency maintenance. There are many

different consistency maintenance algorithms. We classify algorithms via a taxonomy

that considers the nature of the data being replicated (continuous or discrete) as well

as the general nature of the algorithm itself (pessimistic or optimistic).

Following the review of the related work, chapter 3 discusses how the user interface

is affected by the choice of consistency maintenance algorithms in multiplayer games.
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We discuss how consistency maintenance algorithms trade off different usability qual-

ities and provide examples from commercial games of how different algorithms are

appropriate for different situations. We introduce a set of usability metrics for consis-

tency maintenance algorithms and use them to experimentally compare five different

consistency maintenance algorithms.

In chapter 4, we evaluate the effectiveness of the AMP properties based on our ex-

periences using them in practice. We discuss some of the advantages and weaknesses of

using an AMP system observed throughout our experiment. We found that although

consistency maintenance algorithms were developed as modules, the development of

such algorithms are not entirely orthogonal to the game application’s development or

even from other modules. Overall, our impressions of the system were favourable, as

we were able to analyze the performance of five consistency maintenance algorithms

quickly without having to modify any application code.

Finally, in chapter 5, we conclude with reflections upon the experiment, the AMP

properties, and identify avenues for future research.



Chapter 2

Background

This thesis examines the impact of consistency maintenance algorithms on the user

interface and, considering these impacts, proposes desirable features of a framework

for implementing consistency maintenance in games. Our survey of related work

therefore includes an overview of existing consistency maintenance algorithms and

existing consistency maintenance frameworks. This survey focuses on algorithms for

groupware systems, of which multiplayer games are a special case.

This chapter begins with a description of distributed interactive applications, the

group of applications in which multiplayer games are classified. This is followed by a

discussion of multiplayer game architecture and concerns influencing the choice of ar-

chitecture. Following our discussion of multiplayer games, we define consistency and

consistency maintenance and review the existing state of consistency maintenance in

distributed applications. The chapter concludes with an overview of existing frame-

works for managing consistency maintenance.

9
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2.1 Distributed Interactive Applications

The generic term to describe applications which are both interactive and distributed

is distributed interactive application [11]. Distributed interactive applications have

been examined from different perspectives including groupware, military simulation,

networked virtual environments, and multiplayer video games [11]. Due to these di-

verse backgrounds, there has been a divergence in terminology. We begin by providing

an overview of the vocabulary, defining key terms.

2.1.1 Interactive Applications

Interactive applications are applications where input is collected from user interface

devices and processed immediately. Output is provided to allow users to see the

results of their input, thereby providing an interactive experience [28]. Productiv-

ity applications (such as a word processor) and video games are both examples of

interactive applications [36].

A commonly used metric in measuring the performance of interactive applications

is feedback time. Feedback time is the delay between a user providing input and seeing

the results of this input. Low feedback time is required in order for an interface to

feel responsive. Different levels of feedback time are required depending on the form

of interaction [36].

2.1.2 Distributed Applications

A distributed application is an application where multiple processes are executed in

parallel on multiple computational nodes. These distributed processes coordinate
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their behaviour by passing messages via communication channels, such as a local or

wide area network. An application is considered to be distributed (as opposed to

simply parallel) if the transmission time of a message between nodes is non-negligible

[25]. It is this non-negligible latency which complicates concurrency control and

consistency maintenance, as is discussed in chapter 3.

2.1.3 Latency and Jitter

Latency is the time required to transmit a message between computational nodes. 1

We define latency as the time between the message leaving one node and arriving at

its destination; in our experiments latency is consistently measured in this manner.

Jitter describes the variance in latency. Network latency is largely unpredictable,

particularly across heterogeneous, wide area networks such as the internet. There are

many possible sources of latency in such a network, including the traffic generated

by the applications themselves [14]. As a result of this, latency is rarely constant

throughout execution.

2.2 Multiplayer Games

Multiplayer game clients represent the game world to the player. The game world

is rendered and presented to the player through a display device. Players usually

interact with games via a game controller or a mouse and keyboard combination

while receiving feedback via display, sound, and force feedback devices. Modern games

require high frame rates, with requirements typically ranging from 30-100 frames per

1Definitions of latency vary subtly with respect to which delays are included in its calculation [11].
For example, some authors consider the delay incurred by the building and processing of messages
before and after transmission to be part of latency.
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Process Input

Update Game State

Render Output

Figure 2.1: A typical frame loop in a video game.

second. Therefore, in order for the output to be rendered, the client requires frequent,

low latency access to the game state.

2.2.1 The Frame Loop

The majority of multiplayer game clients are organized around a main frame loop,

(illustrated in figure 2.1). This loop drives the entire simulation by collecting input

from the player, updating the game state, and then rendering the scene for the player.

To achieve high frame rates, the main frame loop must not contain any blocking calls,

networking-related or otherwise.

2.2.2 Elements and Segments

Multiplayer games occupy virtual worlds whose state consists of a set of elements.

Elements may be entities (player characters, monsters, or trees), phenomena (the

time of day or the weather), or values (the contents of a bank account or wallet).

Elements can be discrete or continuous, depending on how state updates originate

[27].

A segment is the data used by the client to present an element of the game world
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to the player. The segments defining these elements contain both the data needed to

present the element to the player (e.g., position, velocity, and orientation) as well as

information regarding the element’s internal state (e.g., damage capacity or remaining

fuel level).

Elements whose states change exclusively as the result of events are discrete. An

example of a discrete element is a player’s inventory. An inventory changes due to

events such as a player adding or removing items.

Continuous elements are also influenced by events but are additionally sensitive

to the passage of time [29]. Moving elements in a multiplayer game are continuous

since provided they have a velocity, their position will continuously change without

any discrete, external influences.

The data structures underlying elements are referred to as data segments, or seg-

ments. Segments are used by the clients to render elements for players. Segments

vary in complexity depending upon their elements. A segment representing a player’s

avatar might store the avatar’s in-game position, velocity, orientation, 3D model, and

state of animation. A segment representing the time of day could simply be an un-

signed integer. Figure 2.2 outlines how input is used to update a segment, which in

turn affects the presentation of an element.

2.2.3 Replicated and Centralized Implementations

There are two primary approaches to storing and accessing shared data in distributed

interactive applications such as multiplayer games. Each approach has advantages and

disadvantages with respect to performance and is appropriate for different situations.

In a centralized implementation, segments are stored on a single node, usually
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Element

Input Device

Input Handler

RendererHeroAvatar

Position: 219, 314
Orientation: 30°
Model: frog_wizard
Animation: idle

Segment
Raw player input

Player position 

update messages

Renderer requests

segment data

Element represented

to player via output

devices

Figure 2.2: The element is rendered based on its underlying data segment.

called a server. When another node wishes to interact with a remote segment, it

sends a message containing the intended action and awaits the reply. This intro-

duces a network round-trip to every interaction with a remotely stored segment [20].

The principal advantage to having a single instance of a shared segment is avoiding

the consistency maintenance problem, which is introduced when using a replicated

implementation.

In replicated implementations, segments are partially or entirely replicated on all

nodes. This approach provides lower feedback times [21, 20] because local calls can

be resolved immediately using the local replica of the segment. This reduces the

influence of latency by minimizing calls between nodes [15, 5]. A segment which has

been replicated on multiple nodes has to be maintained in order to ensure it is an

accurate replica.

Between these two implementations are hybrid approaches. These approaches

allow segments to be either replicated or centralized at the discretion of the developer

[10].
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2.2.4 Thick Client, Centralized Server

Due to the constraints imposed by an unblockable frame loop (discussed in section

2.2.1) most multiplayer games [3] use the centralized core, thick client architecture

[20]. Clients connect to the centralized core (located on the server) and maintain

copies of the data segments required to execute the main frame loop. This allows the

main frame loop (figure 2.1) to execute without blocking for network communications.

This architecture (figure 2.3) provides the system with a central location where

the canonical state of the game world resides. The canonical state is the data which

is always considered to be definitive or correct in case of disputes between clients.

The canonical state is discussed in greater detail in section 2.2.5.

Although conceptually the server is considered to be a single component of the

distributed system, the server can be distributed across multiple computational nodes

in order to distribute the load as well as to provide redundancy in case of server failure

[2].

Figure 2.3 shows an example of the thick client, centralized core architecture. At

the bottom of the diagram we see the clients through which the users interact with

the game. A thick client executes a frame loop (where each iteration contains the

processing required for a frame of game processing). The main frame loop processes

user input and renders the scene based on the values of local and replicated segments.

The thick client, centralized core architecture is used in the majority of online

computer games, such as Everquest [2] and Half-Life [5]. A minority of games (e.g.,

Age of Empires II [6]) use a fully replicated architecture with no server.
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Server

Client Client

Game
Server

Thick Client
Local

Segments

Replicated

Segments

Thick Client

Core Game

Segments

Local

Segments

Replicated

Segments

User

Synchronous

Call

Asynchronous

Call

Consistency

Maintenance

Mechanism

Figure 2.3: Centralized core, thick client architecture [20] as specialized for games.

2.2.5 Core, Replicated, and Local Segments

In the thick client, centralized core architecture, the server’s instance of a data seg-

ment is considered canonical, i.e., the version that is considered correct in the case

of replica divergence.

The server performs computations which affect gameplay-influencing core seg-

ments. It determines if a bullet hits (allowing the clients to animate the cosmetic

ramifications independently) and performs game-critical physics (such as the path

of a rolling boulder that damages terrain and players). Local segments are used to

represent aspects of the game that are not distributed to other players. A local seg-

ment would contain the data needed to render cosmetic physics or animations. For
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instance, it is rarely necessary for the server to manage the way a flag flaps in the

wind or the manner in which a character’s arms swing while walking. Local segments

often contain cosmetic details of the scene used for local rendering only. A lack of

consistency of cosmetic aspects does not lead to player frustration.

Examples of maintaining only the consistency of gameplay-dependent elements

can be seen in the combat in role-playing MMOGs such as World of Warcraft and

City of Heroes [33]. In these games, the players’ desired actions are replicated across

different nodes and the results of the actions are reproduced accurately on all clients.

Effects such as explosions, magical sparkles, and smoke do not have to be accurately

replicated on all clients, since they do not influence gameplay; they exist only to

embellish the representation of the game world to the client.

An interesting example of this is seen in City of Heroes. In this superhero-themed

game, certain in-game avatars are capable of throwing random, heavy objects at their

foes. When a player triggers this action, the server makes several calculations (such

as the damage the object inflicts and whether it strikes the intended target), and the

results are sent to the clients. While the results of the action are accurately replicated

for all players in the vicinity, visually every player sees a randomly selected object.

For example, one player might see a forklift, while another sees a shopping cart (see

figure 2.4). The physics of the hurled object are also simulated locally. The local

physics includes the manner in which the hurled object tumbles and is subsequently

nudged around by player characters. This results in the position of the object being

different on each client. After the clients and servers have agreed on the outcome of

the attack, the object is reduced to a cosmetic element of the scene and it is therefore

no longer necessary to maintain consistency with the server.
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Figure 2.4: The same action in City of Heroes from two players’ perspectives.

The data stored in the replicated segments has to remain consistent with the core

game segments on the server. This is accomplished by using consistency maintenance

algorithms, which are further discussed in section 2.3.

Cheating

Since the server maintains the canonical state in the core segments, it has the re-

sponsibilities of an arbiter. The server must consider all incoming state updates from

the clients and ensure that it is legal before applying them. Compromised clients

might attempt to give their players an unfair advantage by transmitting illegal state

updates [31]. A compromised racing game client might attempt to send a position

update to put its car far ahead of the competition or refill its gas tank; it is up to the

server to prevent such updates from occurring.

Another form of cheating stemming from compromising consistency maintenance

can occur when players develop software to monitor incoming data from the server

and extract information not intended to be available to the player. This is the case

with the ShowEQ project [2], where players have reverse engineered the protocol used

by the massively multiplayer online game EverQuest.
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Software such as ShowEQ transparently examines incoming data arriving from the

server and presents certain aspects more saliently than the game developers intended

when they created the client. For instance, when a sought-after monster appears in

the game world, the player can be informed immediately upon receipt of the raw

message (OP NewSpawn in Everquest protocol). This provides an advantage over

players who are not running the software, whose clients will receive the message and

only reveal the monster when it is approached. Messages containing information

regarding position updates can also be tracked (OP MobUpdate or OP NPCUpdate)

revealing more information which was not supposed to be available to the player.

Other such applications have been created for other online games [1].

2.3 Consistency Maintenance

Consistency maintenance is the process of ensuring that the states of all replicated

segments remain consistent throughout execution. It is the responsibility of consis-

tency maintenance algorithms to ensure that all replicated data remain consistent.

As the player performs various activities within the game world, different elements

will be involved. Since activities in the game have specific usability requirements,

there will be varying demands on the underlying data segments. For example, an

element whose state changes very frequently based on player input (such as a player’s

avatar) must be supported by a data segment capable of being updated often. In

situations where accurate information must be relayed to the player, the data segment

must be consistent with the canonical data segment on the server (as previously

discussed in section 2.2.5).
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2.3.1 Consistency

The level of consistency between two replicated segments is the degree to which they

are the same. Consistency can be measured differently depending on the nature of

the data in the segment. A measure of consistency for a player character might be the

distance between the positions stored in replicated segments on different computers,

while the consistency of a bank account would be the difference between each in-

stance’s values. Gautier et al. describe a perfectly consistent system as one where, at

any time, every player is interacting with the same information, regardless of network

delay and losses [19].

Ellis and Gibbs [15] formally define consistency correctness using the following

properties:

• The precedence property is satisfied if incoming messages have been executed

locally in the same order as they were sent.

• The convergence property is satisfied if all replicated entities are identical when

the system enters a quiescent state, i.e, all transmitted messages have arrived

at their destinations and have been processed.

If both the precedence and the convergence properties are satisfied, the system is

considered to consistent. However, it was noted by Mauve that this definition only

applies to discrete entities [29] and that another definition is required for continuous

entities. As continuous entities are affected not just by discrete events occurring in

the system, but by the passage of time, they are sensitive to the time at which events

occur. In this case, every event is assigned a timestamp indicating when it is to

be processed. For continuous entities, Mauve suggests an additional criterion to the
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definition of a consistent state:

• All incoming messages have been executed in the correct order at the time

indicated in their timestamps [29].

These correctness criteria are more restrictive than those of causal ordering [25].

Causal ordering allows events which occur in a system to be partially ordered, relaxing

the requirement that all events be executed in the proper order in cases where the

events are completely independent of one another. Events which directly influence

each other must still be processed in order to ensure consistency. As multiplayer

games are complex systems with many independent elements, it is more reasonable

to expect relaxed causal ordering.

2.4 Consistency Maintenance Algorithms

There are many different approaches to consistency maintenance. Consistency main-

tenance algorithms are used to ensure that the replicated segments of the distributed

system remain equivalent throughout execution. These algorithms can be categorized

based on the manner they deal with conflicts and corrections.

A replicated segment requires corrections when it is determined that it contains

data inconsistent with its peers. A common correction required by multiplayer games

is positional correction, which occurs when the client incorrectly extrapolates the cur-

rent position based on the past position and velocity. Conflicts occur when instances

of segments on different nodes concurrently perform contradictory operations, such

as two players simultaneously purchasing the last item on the shelf.
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Consistency maintenance algorithms can be classified as either optimistic or pes-

simistic based on how they deal with conflicts and corrections [18]:

• Pessimistic algorithms do not allow local data to enter an inconsistent state.

Ensuring all state updates are correct often requires multiple communications

between computational nodes. This leads to more time consuming interactions

with data managed by a pessimistic consistency maintenance algorithm. Pes-

simistic algorithms are appropriate where high consistency is required [11] or

conflicts are frequent (such as during economic transactions). Pessimistic algo-

rithms do not allow speculative updates to local elements because they may not

be accurate.

• Optimistic consistency maintenance algorithms allow a node to make immediate

changes to its local copy of a segment. These changes are applied, though it

is known that the change may have to be undone due to conflict. If the local

state is updated and it is determined that it has entered an inconsistent state,

a correction will have to be made to return the system to a consistent state.

Optimistic algorithms include a mechanism for applying corrections.

Optimistic algorithms are most appropriate when state updates can be predicted

effectively or the when cost of repairing the state after an incorrect update has

been applied is acceptable. Optimistic algorithms can use speculative meth-

ods to improve performance by applying state updates without waiting for an

authoritative state update from the system.
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Optimistic and Continuous

• Time warp

• Input Broadcasting

Pessimistic and Continuous

• Rollback

• Local Lag

Optimistic and Discrete

• Operational Transform

• Rollback

Pessimistic and Discrete

• Locking

Table 2.1: Taxonomy of Consistency Maintenance Algorithms

2.4.1 A Taxonomy for Consistency Maintenance

As will be discussed in chapter 3, different activities in multiplayer games have differ-

ent usability requirements. The choice of consistency maintenance algorithm depends

on how game players will interact with different elements.

Table 2.1 shows our taxonomy for consistency maintenance algorithms. This tax-

onomy classifies algorithms based on the nature of the element (continuous or discrete)

as well as the nature of the algorithm (optimistic or pessimistic).

2.4.2 Pessimistic and Discrete

Pessimistic and discrete algorithms are best used in activities where there are many

potential conflicts and the elements involved in the activity are not influenced by the

passage of time. An example of such an activity is an economic transaction. In-

game transactions (such as those at an auction house or at a store) require players to

have accurate information to make purchasing decisions. In cases where supplies are
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limited, it is possible that a conflict will arise when many players attempt to purchase

the last remaining item.

Locking

Locking algorithms are consistency maintenance algorithms that only allow a single

process to manipulate a particular element at a given time. While there are many

implementations of locking algorithms, they all involve restricting interaction with

an element to a single client [17]. This is achieved by passing a lock between clients

(through a protocol involving lock requests and releases). Only the client holding the

lock can have access to the element.

Locking algorithms can be time-consuming, requiring several network transmis-

sions in order to coordinate which node is currently permitted to work with an ele-

ment. The benefit is that it eliminates conflicts and the need for corrections. It cannot

provide real-time consistency due to the network delay in transmissions. However,

it does ensure that when a client has received permission to modify its local replica,

the changes it makes can be applied and will be distributed to all other nodes before

further changes are made.

In figure 2.5, a simple locking algorithm is illustrated. In this case node 1 begins

with the lock for the segment in question. While it has the lock, it can make calls on

the segment (at t = 0). When node 2 attempts to make a call (also at t = 0), it blocks

node 2 until t = 2 while messages are passed through the network to coordinate the

transfer of the lock. The example ends with node 2 holding the segment’s lock.
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Call made on segment Call completed

(local call blocked while

waiting for lock)

Call made and completed on a segment
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Node 2

Propagate call

Figure 2.5: An example of a pessimistic locking algorithm.

2.4.3 Optimistic and Discrete

Optimistic and discrete algorithms are appropriate for segments whose states are not

affected by the passage of time and still require low feedback times. They should

also be used in cases where the occurrence of conflicts is infrequent. Examples of a

segment which would benefit from an optimistic and discrete algorithm would be a

distributed whiteboard or text editor where many changes can be applied by different

participants. These elements do not receive state updates as a result of the passage

of time.

Rollback

Rollback algorithms allow for local updates to be applied immediately. Conflicts

can occur if state updates are applied in an incorrect order or if they are missed

entirely. When a conflict is detected, a rollback algorithm reverts the segment to an

earlier state which is known to be correct and then applies the updates in the correct
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Figure 2.6: The operational transform algorithm ensuring consistency.

order [11].

Algorithms that use rollback approaches to consistency maintenance can be cus-

tomized for their particular purpose. For example, ORESTE [24] is an algorithm that

maintains a history of the elements in the system as well as the incoming state up-

dates. It is additionally capable of maintaining a history of updates for objects that

have not yet been created. This algorithm is useful in systems where elements are fre-

quently being created. The depth of the required rollback is minimized by ORESTE

by examining the updates to determine if they are independent of one another due

to causal ordering, as discussed in section 2.3.1.

Operational Transform

Operational transform algorithms allow all local updates to be applied immediately.

Conflicts are resolved by transforming future updates so that they will return the

replicated segment to a consistent state when they are applied [15]. Operational

transform algorithms are customized to accommodate the operations which can be

performed on the data [22, 39, 34].
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An example of operational transform being applied to a list is outlined in figure

2.6. We see a linked list being updated locally on two computational nodes. At t = 1,

User #1 updates the value of a shared linked list at position 4. At the same time,

User #2 deletes the entry at position 3, shifting the indices of the entries proceeding

it. Shortly afterward, at t = 2, the actions have propagated to the remote nodes to

be applied.

In this situation, the node for User #1 detects that while both operations occurred

at the same time, there is no conflict by executing them in the order they arrived, and

applies the “Delete(3)” operation. The node for User #2 detects that the incoming

“Set(4, ‘Gray’)” operation is referring to an index from before the delete message was

processed. The operation is transformed to “Set(3, ‘Gray’)” before being applied,

and the lists return to a consistent state.

2.4.4 Pessimistic and Continuous

There are segments which have to be updated with the passage of time (in particular,

those underlying moving elements) but should not be able to accept discrete updates

to continuous segments. However, the segments are expected to be updated with the

passage of time.

An example of this would be a thrown baseball. The baseball has a velocity and

requires position updates as time passes. However, discrete events (such as a batter

hitting the ball, changing its velocity) have to be consistent across all clients. If the

ball is hit at different times on different client, its new trajectory will differ on those

clients.
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Player 1 Player 2

Player 1 input processed.

Event scheduled for t = 2.

Event transmitted.
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Player 2 receives event.

Schedules for t = 2

Event executed at t = 2 Event executed at t = 2

Figure 2.7: Local lag attempts to execute events simultaneously on multiple nodes.

Imposed Global Consistency

In algorithms that use imposed global consistency, timestamps are used to delay

execution of events, even locally generated events. By creating timestamped events

to be processed after a delay, the system has enough time to distribute the event to

all participating nodes (see figure 2.7). When the indicated time arrives, the events

are executed nearly simultaneously on every client, ensuring a consistent state. An

implementation of this approach is known as local lag and is discussed by Mauve [29].

Local lag requires all clients to maintain synchronized clocks for scheduling purposes.

Protocols such as NTP exist which allow networked computers to synchronize their

clocks in spite of latency, often to within 30ms [30].

A variation on this approach is bucket synchronization, an extension of simple

input broadcasting (discussed in section 2.4.5), where time is divided into intervals

(buckets), and messages generated within a bucket are treated as if they occurred

simultaneously. Messages are transmitted between nodes by the bucket and are pro-

cessed remotely at the same interval [6], replicating the game state accurately.
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2.4.5 Optimistic and Continuous

In multiplayer games, optimistic and continuous algorithms are applied to entities

requiring lower feedback times and whose states update with the passage of time. Fast

moving entities (such as projectiles) or player-controlled entities (such as avatars)

benefit the most from optimistic, continuous algorithms. In the case of a player

controlling a virtual race car, it is important to be able to apply input immediately

(turning the steering wheel) as well as to apply updates continuously (allowing the

car to continue moving between server updates).

In order to update an entity at a rate higher than that of the incoming network

messages, the node has to make predictive updates to the local replica. An entity’s

future state can be predicted using schemes such as dead reckoning [7], where an

entity’s previous states are used to estimate future states. An example of a predictive

update would be using an entity’s last known position and velocity to estimate its

current position.

An optimistic algorithm requires a mechanism to repair the state of the replicated

element should it enter an incorrect or conflicted state.

Input Broadcasting

Input broadcasting (figure 2.8) techniques transmit processed player input to the other

nodes in the system, as opposed to transmitting the entire state of the entity. This

algorithm can result in conflicts depending on the nature of the activity and is best

suited for cases where the chance of generating a conflict is low. This technique has

been used in commercial games, such as Age of Empires [6], in combination with

other techniques such as local lag or bucket synchronization, to minimize divergence
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Figure 2.8: Input broadcasting; player input distinguished by line solidity.

due to jitter.

Time warp

The time warp algorithm [23] allows for changes to be applied immediately but is

prepared to make corrections to the local game state in case a discrepancy is detected.

It is an improvement upon the standard rollback algorithm (section 2.4.3) which is

only applicable to discrete entities.

For example, consider a multiplayer game where a character is running along a

path, jumps over a puddle, then throws an apple (illustrated in figure 2.9). This

avatar’s activities are being observed by a player. As the game is being rendered, the

observing player’s client is receiving updates which are used to update the avatar’s

position. If the client misses an update, states diverge and the client has to return

the avatar to a consistent state.

In our situation, the client receives an out-of-order update that the avatar had

jumped immediately after avoiding the puddle. This affects the avatar’s current

position and it is determined that the avatar segment is in an inconsistent state
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Figure 2.9: An illustration of the time warp algorithm correcting a conflict.

Having detected the conflict, the time warp algorithm determines the time at

which the segment was last in a consistent state (in our example, at t = 3). The

segment’s state is then reverted to its state as of t = 3. Using the recorded history of

previous update messages (revised to include the new jump message) the segment is

re-simulated up to the current time. This simulation does not introduce any delays

for animation and should be complete before the next frame is rendered, allowing the

game to continue in a consistent state.

As with all rollback-based approaches, this approach requires the algorithm to

maintain a history of messages and states in order to function properly.
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2.5 Consistency Maintenance Frameworks

Having reviewed consistency maintenance algorithms, it is important to consider how

they are applied in a distributed interactive application. While they can be integrated

directly into the application code, there has been research into providing developers

with frameworks to separate consistency maintenance from the application code.

There are advantages to separating consistency maintenance and application code

[40]. However, in order to achieve this the software must be created using a framework

which allows such an approach. Various frameworks have found different approaches

to implementing independent consistency maintenance; the following is a selective

overview.

2.5.1 COCA

Li and Munson present COCA [26], a framework for separating coordination policies

from application code. Coordination policies are defined as the rules for access, con-

currency, and floor control within a collaborative application, and can be considered

to be parallel to consistency maintenance algorithms.

The COCA model provides a collaboration bus through which participating clients

can communicate with one another. Every client also has its own, private conference

bus which can be accessed by the client to interact with the shared data. Connect-

ing the local conference bus and the shared collaboration bus is the COCA virtual

machine. The virtual machine manages the current coordination policy. It is respon-

sible for keeping the shared data current and propagating local updates by passing

messages between the conference and collaboration buses.

Coordination policies are written in a Prolog-like declarative language, describing
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various roles in terms of permitted behaviours. These roles are then assigned to

participants in a collaboration. Rules in the policies are applied by the local COCA

virtual machines whenever an interaction with the data is requested.

While COCA does allow for consistency maintenance algorithms to be replaced

by substituting coordination policies, only one policy can be used on any particular

client at a time.

2.5.2 Prospero

Prospero is a prototype CSCW toolkit which supports the separation of consistency

maintenance from application code [13]. Prospero employs the divergence model

of consistency maintenance. In this model, replicated activities are represented as

streams of events. These streams have to be reproduced (maintaining the order of

events) on all nodes for the shared data to remain consistent. Divergent streams lead

to inconsistent states.

This toolkit allows the developer to define the level of granularity at which consis-

tency maintenance algorithms are applied. The developer organizes segment updates

into streams. Examples of streams could be an input-generated position update

stream and inventory update stream. Consistency maintenance algorithms are ap-

plied at the stream level.

The toolkit allows for the customization of consistency maintenance algorithms.

A library of commands is available to the developer for use in creating algorithms

and applying them.

Prospero is implemented in the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) using

aspect-oriented programming techniques. Applications built using Prospero must
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be written in Lisp or be capable of interfacing with CLOS.

2.5.3 Suite

Dewan and Choudhary present a model based on treating distributed interactive ap-

plications as editors of shared data [12]. These applications can be thought of as

giving participating users user interfaces which have been coupled to their peers’

interfaces. This model was implemented in Suite, a system which provides the ap-

plication programmer with the syntax and infrastructure needed to create multi-user

applications with coupled user interfaces.

The Suite infrastructure provides allows segments of data to be marked as “active”

or shared data. User interface elements are tied to these active data components.

The developer is provided with a collection of callbacks to inform of active data being

updated remotely. These two mechanisms allow developers to manage the level of

coupling between the user interface and the data. Developers can customize the level

of coupling by manipulating attributes. This limits the complexity of the consistency

maintenance algorithms to that which can be implemented with the Suite coupling

attributes. There is a default coupling model which communicates updates on shared

data to all nodes.

2.5.4 Dragonfly

The Dragonfly [4] architectural style provides developers of interactive applications a

mapping from conceptual level architectures to an implementation level architecture.

Dragonfly was created in order to provide developers with a way to tune performance
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of their applications by evolving both conceptual and implementation level architec-

tures. This allows developers to choose different consistency maintenance algorithms

in different situations, supporting plug-replaceability. Dragonfly is implemented in a

Java-based toolkit.

2.6 Conclusion

We have provided an overview of work related to this thesis. Initially we outlined

the class of software referred to as distributed interactive applications. These systems

interact directly with end users as well as with peer nodes within the system. Different

distributed architectures exist, including those where data is centralized on a single

node or replicated on multiple nodes.

Due to the high performance requirements of multiplayer games, shared data is

replicated on each client. The consistency maintenance problem is ensuring that

data remains accurately replicated on all nodes as the data is updated throughout

execution. This thesis examines consistency maintenance as it applies to interactive

applications (specifically multiplayer games).

Existing solutions to the consistency maintenance problem (consistency mainte-

nance algorithms) come from various fields of research. We have presented a collection

of these algorithms, categorized by how they influence the user interface (optimistic

or pessimistic) and by the types of data they best maintain (discrete or continuous).

The chapter concluded with an outline of development frameworks supporting

independent consistency maintenance.

This overview establishes the vocabulary needed for a discussion about consis-

tency maintenance and its influence on the user interface. This is important for the
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remainder of the thesis as consistency maintenance’s influence on the user interface is

examined and measured in chapter 3 and consistency maintenance framework design

guidelines are considered in chapter 4.



Chapter 3

Consistency Maintenance and

Usability

In this thesis, we posit that consistency maintenance in games should be organized

around the AMP properties. The AMP properties support the application of con-

sistency maintenance algorithms asymmetrically (allowing replicated data segments

to be maintained by different algorithms on different nodes), allowing multiple algo-

rithms within a single application, and the creation of algorithms as plug-replaceable

modules. In order to support this claim, we motivate the need for different consis-

tency maintenance algorithms for different in-game activities drawing on examples

from existing commercial games.

Multiplayer games are implemented as distributed systems where data on the

server is replicated onto clients and is rendered for the player. Elements in the game,

such as the environment and other players, are represented on all clients in order to

allow players to feel as though they are interacting in the same environment. Due

to the high performance requirements of multiplayer games, the clients contain local

37
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copies of shared data segments for faster access. Local data segments are accessed

and updated when players interact with their clients.

Following this discussion, we experimentally demonstrate that consistency main-

tenance algorithms trade off usability properties. These results imply that no single

algorithm is suitable for all game situations, which have varying usability require-

ments.

In chapter 4 we will demonstrate how the AMP properties can be achieved in a

software framework, and informally evaluate the benefits and limitations of an AMP

system.

3.1 Usability Quality Attributes

In chapter 2 we classified consistency maintenance algorithms based on the nature

of the element being replicated as well as the expected interactions. The states of

discrete elements are affected only by new events, while continuous elements are also

influenced by the passage of time. Optimistic algorithms allow deviations between

synchronized elements (allowing locally generated events to be applied immediately)

while pessimistic algorithms apply an update only if it is guaranteed that there will

be no need for future corrections. An optimistic algorithm has mechanisms to correct

a state should it deviate from the canonical state on the server.

We now offer a different way of classifying consistency maintenance algorithms

based on the usability quality attributes. The intention is that such a classification

system will allow algorithms to be selected based on the performance needed in dif-

ferent situations. These quality attributes can be measured at runtime by collecting

data from implementations of the consistency maintenance algorithms and can be
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used to directly compare algorithms before deployment.

The following quality attributes will be measured:

• Fidelity

• Feedback Time

• Smoothness of Animation

• Corrections Applied

Other quality attributes which we are not considering in this discussion or the

subsequent experiments include feedthrough time and network traffic. In situations

where players are directly interacting with one another, feedthrough time is the delay

between one player providing input and the other player seeing the first player’s

actions. Network traffic is also influenced by the consistency maintenance algorithm

as the algorithm can transmit more information at a higher frequency. In cases where

bandwidth is limited or expensive, network traffic generation is an important issue.

This thesis examines consistency maintenance between the players and the canonical

state, and examining feedthrough’s influence as a dimension in the trade-off space

remains an interesting problem for future research.

3.1.1 Fidelity

The fidelity quality captures the degree to which the client’s replica of the game

state accurately reflects the canonical state. Fidelity is measured appropriately to

the type of replicated element. For elements which represent a moving element (such

as a virtual racing car or person), fidelity can be measured as the Euclidean distance
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between the original and replicated element. The fidelity of the element containing a

player’s bank balance would be the difference between the values stored in each case.

In-game actions such as trading or purchasing goods require high fidelity, as all

participants must have a correct view of what goods they currently possess. In action

games (figure 3.1), a player is shooting at the representation of a monster supported

by their client’s segment. If this local segment does not accurately reflect the position

of the canonical segment on the server, the player will not successfully hit her target.

This is a frustrating experience.

Having a perfectly faithful representation of the game world on the client is pro-

hibitively expensive. The client would need to interact with the server for all inter-

actions (including trivial interactions). Pessimistic algorithms (such as those using

locking) ensure that a local segment will not enter a state which conflicts with the

canonical state on the server. Pessimistic algorithms may require time-consuming

communications with the server, which can reduce the performance in other quality

attributes.

Some elements do not require high fidelity. In the City of Heroes example in

section 2.2.5, we show how data inconsequential to the game play can be updated

independently of the server. The portions of the data segments which are “cosmetic”

(such as the frame of animation or the subtle influences of the physics system) do not

negatively affect the simulation by not being replicated.

3.1.2 Feedback Time

Feedback time is measured as the elapsed time between the player providing input

and seeing the results. In action games, high feedback times result in controls feeling
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sluggish and unresponsive and can hinder a player’s ability to perform time critical

operations such as swerving a car around a previously unseen obstacle. In a game

involving economic transactions (figure 3.2), the feedback time would be measured

as the time between clicking “buy” and seeing the new state of the player’s inven-

tory. Schneiderman characterizes acceptable feedback time for highly interactive tasks

(such as moving one’s own avatar or scrolling through a list) as being 50-150 ms [36].

The importance of feedback time prevents developers from using locking-based

replica consistency algorithms, as their time requirements are too expensive to per-

form. Feedback time can be improved with optimistic consistency maintenance strate-

gies [37].

Optimistic consistency maintenance schemes allow updates to be applied imme-

diately to the local element and will correct any discrepancies discovered at a later

point. Rollback [32] and Timewarp [23] algorithms maintain a state history and per-

form corrections by reverting the replica to an earlier state. Operational transform is

another approach which applies all updates immediately but uses fixup operations to

correct errors and return the elements to a canonical state [15].

3.1.3 Smoothness of Animation

The smoothness of animation quality is the interval at which visible elements are

updated. One example is the smoothness of motion, the interval between positional

data updates in a segment. A segment updated every 100 ms is considerably less

smooth than one that is updated every 10 ms. In a first-person shooter, smoothness

of motion affects how fluidly elements appear to be moving around the game world.

The animation rate of necessity cannot exceed the game’s frame rate, but may be
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slower.

This attribute is not appropriate for stationary elements (such as trees or build-

ings) or elements not directly represented in the game world such as elements available

in an auction.

In multiplayer games, the most popular technique for smoothing the movement of

moving elements is to use the dead reckoning extrapolation technique [7]. Other tech-

niques were discussed in section 2.4.5. These approaches extrapolate element position

updates between official server updates by considering previous element movements,

or the element’s velocity if it is available.

A thick client (described in chapter 2) can continually update its copy of a moving

element’s position based on its most recent known position and velocity. These local

updates take place at a significantly higher rate than that of the server’s incoming

updates, smoothing out the motion of the element on the player’s display.

The trade-off with using such a predictive approach is the risk of an incorrect pre-

diction. If the local element enters an invalid state due to a speculative computation,

the position of the element deviates from the canonical state on the server, and will

require a correction once this error is detected. However, as we will show, fidelity often

improves overall with some amount of speculative computation, as mobile elements

tend to move in a predictable manner.

3.1.4 Corrections Applied

With optimistic algorithms, it is possible for the consistency maintenance algorithm

to determine that a segment has deviated from its canonical state or has entered a

conflicting state. Depending on the severity of the discrepancy and the importance of
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fidelity, it can choose how to apply a correction. In cases where fidelity is important,

the canonical state can be applied immediately (without smoothing); other cases may

allow the correction to be subtly applied over several frames. For a moving entity,

large corrections result in a jarring positional update known as a warp, due to the

way the element vanishes and reappears in a new position. How and when corrections

are applied are the decisions of the developer and there are times where corrections

do not need to be applied [21]. Corrections applied can be measured by recording the

magnitude of corrective position updates as well as the frequency of their occurrence.

3.2 Trade-offs in Consistency Maintenance Algo-

rithms

In section 2.3, we discussed how in-game activities involved interacting with elements.

Segments contain the data used to present the elements to the player (such as position,

orientation, and colour). Segments which are replicated across multiple nodes are

kept consistent using consistency maintenance algorithms. These algorithms manage

the way the data segment can be accessed while communicating with remote nodes

to ensure the segments remain consistent. The consistency maintenance algorithm

thereby influences the user interface by controlling how the data can be accessed and

updating the data independently based on remote activity.

Because of the latency introduced by inter-node communication in a distributed

system, consistency maintenance algorithms are forced to trade off different aspects

of usability. An example of this can be seen in two usability quality attributes that

are difficult to satisfy simultaneously: fidelity and feedback time.
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In order to provide low feedback time, the client has to be able to apply changes

to local data segments immediately. If network communication with the server is

required before updating a local element, the feedback time increases due to the net-

work latency. This is the crux of the trade-off. In applying local updates immediately,

the local segment enters the new state before the canonical segment has a chance to.

This results in a loss of fidelity.

Consistency maintenance algorithms embody usability trade-offs. Developers have

found creative approaches to provide different levels of quality for different aspects of

usability. Consider the following situations from commercial multiplayer games.

3.2.1 Fast-paced Multiplayer Games

In the subset of multiplayer games referred to as first-person shooters (FPSs), players

assume control of a character in a fast-paced firefight. FPSs such as Halo 2 [38] have

high performance requirements. When players compete in Halo 2, they navigate a

game world with a particular goal in mind (there are objective-based scenarios such

as capture the flag as well as more straightforward skirmish matches).

The fast-paced nature of the game requires a high frame rate. High fidelity is

also required so that players can accurately target their opponents. These quality

attributes are at odds with one another, as a high frame rate requires local segments

to be updated more frequently than the arrival of server updates. Yet allowing the

local segment to enter a state which may differ from the server’s canonical state com-

promises fidelity. In this situation, a well-tuned compromise is needed, as consistency

has to be high enough for the players to accurately target their opponents without

sacrificing the frame rate.
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Figure 3.1: Action-based multiplayer game Halo 2 by Bungie LLC.

3.2.2 Economic transactions in online games

In the massively multiplayer online game (MMOG) World of Warcraft [8], players

can participate in in-game auctions to exchange virtual items for virtual currency.

This is an example where a single activity has two different levels of usability.

Users can browse items listed in the auction house. Listings include the name of

the item, the seller, the current bid and the time remaining in the auction. Players

review the items available for auction through the interface shown in figure 3.2, and

decide whether they will place bids.

The first level of interactivity is in the browsing interface. The data stored in the

interface remains static until the user chooses to refresh the listing. Refreshing the

interface removes listings where times have expired, adds items which have recently

been added to the auction house, and updates the prices of items. This functionality

is not unlike a web page. Here, the consistency between the clients’ view and the

contents of the server is relaxed as the developers have determined that this level of

fidelity is sufficient for players to browse for the items in the auction house. Feedback
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Figure 3.2: The auction house interface from World of Warcraft.

time while scrolling through lists of items is low, as the information has been cached

locally.

When a player chooses to place a bid or submit an item, the feedback time for

transactions is increased as a result of ensuring that the transaction completes suc-

cessfully. Players need to know that the trade agreement they are making in the game

is based on accurate information. All parties must be reviewing the same information

in order for them to agree on a fair transaction.

3.2.3 Asymmetric Consistency Maintenance

Different clients have different interactivity requirements with the same shared seg-

ment depending upon the in-game context. For instance, interactions with a player

controlled avatar differ depending on the player. For the player who is in control of

the avatar, a consistency maintenance algorithm that provides low feedback times for

a responsive interface is required. Other players who are observing the behaviour of
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the avatar do not require low feedback times, so a different algorithm can be used.

It is cases such as these which motivate the need for asymmetry in the application of

consistency maintenance algorithm.

This is seen in the multiplayer role-playing game Neverwinter Nights [9], where

the developers have employed a level-of-detail system which will transmit more or less

data relating to a replicated segment depending upon proximity to the element. In

this case different players will be receiving different updates from the server, resulting

in an asymmetric distribution of the game state in order to improve performance.

3.2.4 The AMP Properties

These observations show that there are different usability concerns for the various

activities which occur while playing a multiplayer game. Furthermore, these concerns

vary depending on both the player and the data involved in supporting the activ-

ity. There is no perfect consistency maintenance algorithm for every situation and

developers require flexibility to accommodate for this for this. Thus, we posit that

the maintenance infrastructure of a multiplayer game should provide the following

features:

• Asymmetric Consistency Maintenance Approaches; Clients should be able to

use different consistency maintenance algorithms on a given element based on

their individual usability requirements.

• Multiple Consistency Maintenance Algorithms ; Different algorithms should be

used to synchronize different pairs of segments based on the desired levels us-

ability.
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These properties in turn benefit from an additional property:

• Plug-replaceable Consistency Maintenance; Developers should be able to create

modular consistency maintenance units which can be easily plug-replaced.

We report the results of several experiments using such a system in section 3.3.

We make use of the Fiaa.NET implementation of the Workspace Model which allows

for plug-replaceable consistency maintenance while remaining transparent to the de-

veloper.

3.3 Measuring Trade-offs in Consistency Mainte-

nance Algorithms

Earlier in this chapter, we argued that consistency maintenance algorithms directly

influence the user interface. Furthermore, we posited that consistency maintenance

algorithms traded off aspects of the user experience. In order to validate these claims,

we have implemented five consistency maintenance algorithms and created a game

simulation instrumented to measure usability performance.

For these experiments, we elected to examine only the activity of avatar movement.

While consistency maintenance algorithms affect the usability in other activities (such

as the economic transaction example), it was reported that player movement repre-

sents 70% of the network traffic in the massively multiplayer online game Lineage II

[3] and we expect other multiplayer games to be similar.
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3.3.1 Method

The simulated game consists of a hero element and the environment. The unit of

measurement in the game world is the world unit (wu). The environment is a rect-

angularly bounded plane, of width 250wu and length 580wu.

The hero element is a player-controlled moving element. This element is repre-

sented by a data segment consisting of a two-dimensional position and velocity as

well as an angle storing the element’s orientation.

The hero rotates in either direction with an angular velocity of 5 rad/s. The hero

advances forward at a rate of 50 wu/s and backward at a rate of 30 wu/s. The hero

moves with respect to its orientation.

The hero’s movement is controlled by update messages generated by processing

player input. Messages included which included turn left, turn right, stop turning,

move forward, move backward, and stop moving.

For this experiment, player input was recorded ahead of time and replayed for each

simulation. The movement profile was recorded from input imitating the movements

found in a multiplayer game. The player moves around the environment, occasionally

stopping, backtracking, and turning both sharply and gradually. Figure 3.3 shows

the hero’s path generated by the first 30 seconds of the prerecorded input.

The server is responsible for auditing the hero’s state, ensuring that the hero

does not enter an illegal position. Auditing is required to ensure that clients do not

diverge due to errors or cheating. The server audits the position and velocity of the

hero every frame. Upon detecting an illegal state (that is, the position leaves the

designated playing area or the velocity exceeds a preset limit) the server applies a

correction to the segment by rotating the hero by 180◦ and returning it to the playing
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Figure 3.3: The hero’s path as recorded by the first 30 seconds of input.

area.

To facilitate experimentation, both client and server are simulated on a single

computational node. The latency for each communication between client and server

is generated using normally distributed random values and a provided mean and

standard deviation. In the infrequent cases where this would result in the latency

dropping below 0 ms, a value of 0 ms is used. The simulation collects statistics

capturing feedback time, fidelity, smoothness of motion, and corrections applied. We

treat the the local clocks on the client and server has having been synchronized

to within several dozen milliseconds of each other. This level of synchronization is

possible using clock synchronization algorithms such as NTP [30].

This experiment examines the interactions of a single player with the server, or

the local replica’s consistency with the canonical data. Despite having only a single

player, the results are relevant to client/server multiplayer games because in such

games, players interact with one another by working with the canonical state. The
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examination of feedthrough time (the delay between one player providing input and a

remote player experiencing the result), is beyond the scope of this experiment. This

experiment is therefore not suitable for considering the issues of direct player-on-

player engagement.

Consistency Maintenance Algorithms

We measure the usability trade-offs of five consistency maintenance algorithms. Hero

movement events originate on the client, based on prerecorded player input. The

following five algorithms were used, with descriptions to follow:

• Input Broadcasting

• Local Lag

• Local Lag with Updates

• Periodic Update Transmission

• Pessimistic Input Broadcasting

All of the consistency maintenance algorithms apply incoming updates from the

server, which is trusted to contain the canonical state of the hero.

Input Broadcasting

The input broadcasting algorithm was implemented as it was described in section

2.4.5. The client transmits updates to the server immediately as they are generated

by client based on player input. As segments are received by the server, they are used

to update the canonical hero segment on the server.
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Local Lag

The implementation of the local lag algorithm described in section 2.4.4 is expected to

be an improvement on traditional input broadcasting. Whenever the client attempts

to update the state of the hero segment, the update is scheduled to be applied in the

near future and is transmitted immediately.

By monitoring the delay in earlier network transmissions, a local lag algorithm

can dynamically adjust the length of the local delay. For our experiments, the local

delay was chosen to be 150% of the mean latency, to ensure the local delay would be

always be greater than the transmission.

Between transmitted updates, both the client and server continue to update the

position in the segment given the last known position and velocity. The local lag

algorithm allows local updates generated due to the passage of time to be applied

immediately.

Local Lag with Updates

The Local Lag with Updates algorithm is a novel consistency maintenance algorithm

which is an extension of the simple local lag algorithm. This algorithm is motivated

by a weakness of the simple local lag algorithm. With simple local lag, should the

updates not be applied simultaneously on each node, the states begin to diverge.

For example, should an entity over-rotate by 5 degrees while turning, the proceeding

forward movements will contribute to an increasingly divergent position.

To manage this issue, every 500 ms the client transmits a message containing a

full segment update containing the position, velocity, orientation, and the timestamp
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of when this snapshot of the data was recorded. When the server receives this in-

formation, it applies the complete state update, returning the entities to consistency.

The timestamp allows the server to estimate the age of the update and to extrapolate

the current position, correcting for transmission delay.

Periodic Update Transmission

The periodic update transmission algorithm allows locally generated updates (based

on player input) to be applied immediately on the local segment, providing negligible

feedback times. This algorithm allows for optimistic local state updates, and the

client simulates the hero entity’s position based on its last known position and veloc-

ity before consulting the server. These locally generated updates are not transmitted

to the server. Instead, at an interval of 500 ms, the client transmits a complete,

timestamped version of its state to the server. Upon receiving this update, the server

applies it immediately to the canonical segment. The server extrapolates the en-

tity’s position based on its previous position, velocity, and timestamp in attempt to

compensate for transmission latency.

Pessimistic Input Broadcasting

The final algorithm is pessimistic input broadcasting, where we collect input from the

client and transmit the update without first applying it locally. Upon receiving an

update, the server applies it to the canonical server hero segment.

The server transmits full state updates to the client every 500 ms. Upon receiving

the full update, the client immediately applies it. The client does not update the

local hero’s position, it only applies state updates which have arrived from the server.
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This algorithm is the only pessimistic algorithm being tested and it is expected that

no corrections will be needed but animation smoothness will suffer.

Latency Conditions

We allowed each algorithm to be executed under three latency conditions. The la-

tency conditions are implemented by providing a mean and standard deviation to the

simulation. These values are combined with normally distributed random numbers to

simulate transmission delays between the nodes in our simulated multiplayer game.

We used the following three conditions; the values provided are the mean and

standard deviation used to simulate latency at runtime.

• No latency (µ = 0, σ = 0 ms)

• Low latency (µ = 100, σ = 10 ms)

• High latency (µ = 500, σ = 50 ms)

These three latency conditions were chosen to provide us with a baseline for com-

parison (no latency), a high-speed internet connection with nearby peers (low la-

tency), and a poor connection caused by high traffic or long distance communication

(high latency).

Experimental Design

We ran the simulation using each of the five consistency maintenance algorithms

under each of the three latency conditions. Our simulated multiplayer game was

instrumented to collect usability statistics. Player input was recorded prior to the

experiment and was reproduced in each condition.
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a. b. c.

e.d.

a) Input broadcasting

b) Simple local lag

c) Local lag with updates

d) Periodic state transmission

e) Pessimistic input broadcasting

Feedback Time

Corrections

Fidelity

Smoothness 505 ms

24.57 wu 200 ms

16.46 wu

Feedback Time

Corrections

Fidelity

Smoothness 505 ms

24.57 wu 200 ms

16.46 wu

Feedback Time

Corrections

Fidelity

Smoothness 505 ms

24.57 wu 200 ms

16.46 wu

Feedback Time

Corrections

Fidelity

Smoothness 505 ms

24.57 wu 200 ms

16.46 wu

Feedback Time

Corrections

Fidelity

Smoothness 505 ms

24.57 wu 200 ms

16.46 wu

Figure 3.4: Experimental results from the low latency condition (100 ± 10 ms).

The simulated multiplayer game ran for 5 minutes in each condition.

3.3.2 Results

The experimental results are listed in table 3.1. The units used by the fidelity and

corrections scores are measured in world units (wu), which are a measure of distance

in the virtual environment. The smoothness column contains the interval (in mil-

liseconds) between each position update, and is calculated by taking the reciprocal of

measured update frequency. The reciprocal was used in order to consistently present

the results with lower values representing superior performance.

Feedback time was not measured, but calculated based on the algorithm. The
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a. b. c.

e.d.

a) Input broadcasting

b) Local lag

c) Local lag with updates

d) Periodic state transmission

e) Pessimistic input broadcasting

Feedback Time

Corrections

Fidelity

Smoothness 505 ms

66.81 wu 1000ms

77.28 wu

Feedback Time

Corrections

Fidelity

Smoothness 505 ms

66.81 wu 1000ms

77.28 wu

Feedback Time

Corrections

Fidelity

Smoothness 505 ms

66.81 wu 1000ms

77.28 wu

Feedback Time

Corrections

Fidelity

Smoothness 505 ms

66.81 wu 1000ms

77.28 wu

Feedback Time

Corrections

Fidelity

Smoothness 505 ms

66.81 wu 1000ms

77.28 wu

Figure 3.5: Experimental results from the high latency condition (500 ± 50 ms).

feedback time value is the latency between player input and seeing player feedback

introduced by the algorithm. This calculation discounts the contributions to latency

introduced by output devices (such as the refresh rate of the monitor) and the negli-

gible internal processing times. In the case of the local lag algorithms, the feedback

time was explicitly introduced by the algorithm. The pessimistic input broadcasting

algorithm has the latency of a full network round-trip.

Results from the low latency condition are presented visually as Kiviat diagrams

in figures 3.4 and 3.5. The low latency condition represents favourable network con-

ditions attained by players on a wide area network. The value at the origin of all the

axes is zero and represents the best possible scores for that quality attribute. The
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value of each axes’ extreme is scaled with respect to the highest score (the poorest

performance) attained in that quality attribute in its respective latency condition.

The simple local lag algorithm provided high fidelity in the low-latency condition,

but fidelity suffered as the latency increased. Fidelity scores for the first local lag

algorithm were among the lowest scores of all the algorithms, performing better than

input broadcasting in the high latency condition.

The local lag with updates algorithm performed significantly better in the fidelity

quality than the original local lag algorithm. Fidelity was extremely low (near perfect)

in the no and low latency conditions and provided the best fidelity of all the algorithms

in the high latency condition.

Feedback time in both of the local lag algorithms remained a constant 150% of

the mean latency (0 ms, 150 ms, and 750 ms for each for the no, low, and high latency

conditions respectively).

The periodic update algorithm performed well in the lower two latency conditions,

performing best overall in the low latency and marginally worse than local lag with

updates in the no latency case. In the high latency condition, fidelity is lower than

the local lag with periodic updates and only slightly lower than the pessimistic algo-

rithm. It required the most corrections of any algorithm, exceeding the next highest

algorithm, local lag with periodic updates, by nearly a factor of three. The mean

magnitude of those corrections were the second largest.

The input broadcasting algorithm provided extremely low feedback times (input

was applied almost immediately) and its performance in fidelity and corrections ap-

plied was very similar to that of the simple local lag algorithm in the lower two

latency conditions. In the high latency condition, the input broadcasting algorithm
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performed the worst in fidelity and needed the largest, most variable corrections.

The pessimistic algorithm never required any corrections to be applied, although

it provided significantly lower animation smoothness. This algorithm updated the

positions of the hero at an interval of 505 ms as opposed to the approximately 11 ms

provided by the other algorithms. The fidelity scores were better than those in the

simple local lag and input broadcasting algorithms in all latency conditions.

3.4 Analysis and Conclusions

After running the game simulation using each consistency maintenance algorithm

with each latency situation, we can compare their behaviours.

The simple local lag and input broadcasting algorithms provided lower fidelity

than expected. This was caused by the manner in which the hero position could

quickly diverge from the server’s state after a series of very small inaccuracies in the

application of the state updates. These errors compounded throughout execution,

and result in poor fidelity scores.

That problem was alleviated in the local lag with updates algorithm. By transmit-

ting an absolute position every half-second, the elements were not given the chance

to diverge for long. The best fidelity was obtained using this algorithm.

The best all-around performance was achieved by the periodic updates algorithm,

which did not score as well as the local lag with updates algorithm for fidelity in

high latency situations, but provided lower feedback times, which might be desired

in certain situations.

This experiment demonstrated that a system which provides plug-replaceable con-

sistency maintenance supplies the developers with several advantages while creating
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a multiplayer game. Changing consistency maintenance algorithms required only

very small changes each iteration. This facilitated experimentation and helped us to

understand the trade-offs of each algorithm.

The system we used to provide multiple, asymmetric, and plug-replaceable con-

sistency maintenance algorithms in this experiment is an implementation of the

workspace model and is discussed in detail in chapter 4.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter began with an exploration of multiplayer game architecture, drawing

attention to several qualities of multiplayer games such as providing interactivity and

requiring consistency maintenance algorithms to support this. The AMP properties

were posited as useful qualities during multiplayer game development, allowing the

user to target different aspects of the multiplayer game with consistency maintenance

algorithms which support the desired level of interactivity.

We explored how the choice of consistency maintenance algorithm impacts the

user experience and introduced four usability quality attributes. These attributes

can be used to scientifically compare different consistency maintenance algorithms.

These qualities cannot all be satisfied at the same time. This situates consistency

maintenance algorithms in a trade-off space with these qualities as dimensions. This

requires the developers to consider the usability requirements of every element for

every player when implementing consistency maintenance algorithms.

Several experiments were conducted using a system supporting the AMP prop-

erties and a simulated multiplayer game. By measuring the quality attributes while
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running the simulation with each of our five consistency maintenance algorithms (un-

der three simulated latency conditions), we explored the usabiltity trade-off space of

consistency maintenance algorithms.

In the proceeding chapter, we evaluate the AMP properties based on our expe-

riences using Fiaa.NET in our experiement. We have determined that the system

did facilitate rapid experimentation and allowed us to target specific game entities

with consistency maintenance algorithms which provided adequate performance in

different usability qualities.
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No Latency Condition (0 ± 0 ms)
Algorithm Fidelity Smoothness Correction magnitude and frequency) Feedback Time
Input Broadcasting 11.96 ± 0.45 wu 11.2 ms 6.97 ± 7.74 wu 0.14 Hz 0 ms
Local Lag 10.06 ± 0.19 wu 11.4 ms 6.87 ± 6.76 wu 0.13 Hz 0 ms
Local Lag with Updates 0.34 ± 0.01 wu 11.4 ms 1.56 ± 0.44 wu 0.21 Hz 0 ms
Periodic Updates 1.65 ± 0.05 wu 11.4 ms 1.86 ± 1.18 wu 0.05 Hz 0 ms
Pessimistic Broadcasting 8.92 ± 0.09 wu 505 ms 0.00 ± 0.00 wu 0.00 Hz 0 ms

Low Latency Condition (100 ± 10 ms)
Algorithm Fidelity Smoothness Correction magnitude and frequency Feedback Time
Input Broadcasting 22.80 ± 0.27 wu 11.2 ms 16.46 ± 22.57 wu 0.04 Hz 0 ms
Local Lag 24.57 ± 0.32 wu 11.4 ms 11.21 ± 14.68 wu 0.05 Hz 150 ms
Local Lag with Updates 1.03 ± 0.04 wu 11.5 ms 6.52 ± 0.72 wu 0.08 Hz 150 ms
Periodic Updates 2.82 ± 0.06 wu 11.4 ms 6.07 ± 1.06 wu 0.12 Hz 0 ms
Pessimistic Broadcasting 12.39 ± 0.10 wu 505 ms 0.00 ± 0.00 wu 0.00 Hz 200 ms

High Latency Condition (500 ± 50 ms)
Algorithm Fidelity Smoothness Correction magnitude and frequency Feedback Time
Input Broadcasting 66.81 ±0.98 wu 11.3 ms 77.28 ± 48.98 wu 0.12 Hz 0 ms
Local Lag 51.55 ±0.77 wu 11.4 ms 29.67 ± 13.99 wu 0.12 Hz 750 ms
Local Lag with Updates 17.44 ±0.47 wu 11.4 ms 25.63 ± 3.07 wu 0.22 Hz 750 ms
Periodic Updates 26.00 ±0.29 wu 11.4 ms 32.40 ± 4.22 wu 0.61 Hz 0 ms
Pessimistic Broadcasting 24.39 ±0.18 wu 505 ms 0.00 ± 0.00 wu 0.00 Hz 1000 ms

Table 3.1: Experimental results with 95% confidence intervals.



Chapter 4

The Workspace Model as an AMP

Framework

In chapter 3 we posited that a multiplayer game’s consistency maintenance infras-

tructure benefits from being designed to have the AMP properties. These properties

are:

• Asymmetry in the application of consistency maintenance algorithms. Allows

different computational nodes to use different consistency maintenance algo-

rithms for the same replicated segment.

• Multiple consistency maintenance algorithms being used within a single appli-

cation.

• Plug-replaceable, modular consistency maintenance algorithms facilitating ex-

perimentation and the construction of a library of algorithms.

In the previous chapter we introduced the AMP properties, we conducted an

experiment using an AMP system to evaluate the performance of five consistency

62
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maintenance algorithms, allowing us to explore the usability trade-off space. We

built this game simulation using a framework supporting the AMP properties. This

framework is the Fiaa.NET implementation of the Workspace Model.

In this chapter, we discuss the Workspace Model, a framework supporting the

AMP structuring of multiplayer games, and our experience with it. The Workspace

Model treats consistency maintenance and concurrency control as orthogonal to ap-

plication code. Despite the prior existence of this infrastructure, our work represents

the first practical application of the Workspace Model to address consistency main-

tenance issues.

The chapter concludes with an evaluation of the AMP properties based on our

experience. We found that using an AMP system was beneficial to both the develop-

ment of the game application and of modular consistency maintenance algorithms. It

allowed us to quickly experiment with different consistency maintenance algorithms

without modifying the game code. We also discovered drawbacks to AMP that de-

velopers should take into account when considering this approach.

4.1 The Workspace Model

The framework we use to provide plug-replaceable consistency maintenance is the

Fiaa.NET implementation of the Workspace Architectural Model. The Workspace

Model was designed to help create groupware, applications allowing users to collabo-

rate while working on shared data from different contexts [16]. Fiaa.NET was created

to build Workspace-enabled applications using Microsoft’s .NET languages. While

the Workspace Model was designed to provide plug-replaceable consistency mainte-

nance, our experimental game represents the first system built to take advantage of
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those features. Our contribution includes a qualitative evaluation of the Workspace

Model as a possible framework for replicating segments underlying player-controlled

moving elements in multiplayer games.

We now give a brief overview of the Workspace Model. A full description of the

Workspace Model is available to the interested reader [35].

4.1.1 Overview of the Workspace Model

The Workspace Model allows a multiuser system to be described at a conceptual level,

from the point of view of its users. Distribution aspects of the system’s architecture,

such as how components are allocated onto computational nodes and what proto-

cols the nodes use to communicate, remain abstracted. The conceptual architecture

describes the structure of the application with respect to the users. At runtime, a

distribution architecture is automatically generated based on the system’s conceptual

architecture. The distribution architecture resolves distributed systems issues such

as allocation of components to nodes, replication, caching, and networking protocols.

4.1.2 The Conceptual Level Architecture

In a Workspace application, the application programmer provides a conceptual ar-

chitecture of the system. This architecture specifies the components composing the

application and the manner in which the components may communicate. The con-

ceptual architecture of the experimental game simulation from chapter 3 is shown in

figure 4.1.

Conceptual architectural diagrams consist of components, connectors and workspaces.

Components can be thought of as objects, in the object-oriented programming sense,
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual architectural diagram of the experiments of section 3.3.

as they will be eventually mapped to an object in the underlying programming lan-

guage. Components containing a thread of execution are referred to as actors (indi-

cated by ) while passive data containers are called stores (identified by ).

Components are connected to one another with connectors, which specify the

type of communication permitted between them. A call connector (represented by

a single-headed arrow) allows synchronous calls to be made from its source to its

target component. If multiple users are going to be sharing data, the developer might

employ a synchronization connector. Synchronization connectors, represented by a

double lines ( ) indicate that the states of the connected stores are to remain

consistent throughout execution.

Workspaces, represented by a dashed, rounded rectangle ( ), imply a concep-

tual grouping of the contained components which should be considered during the
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refinement process.

4.1.3 Refinement and Implementation Level Architectures

Conceptual architectures are transformed at runtime into distribution architectures.

The distribution architecture is what is realized by the runtime system, and faithfully

maintains the behaviour specified by the developer in the conceptual architecture.

The distribution architecture consists exclusively of implementation level components

which are mapped to actual objects, allowing the architecture to be implemented.

The refinement process is guided by a set of rules described in the Workspace

Model specification [35]. The refinement process assigns existing components to com-

putational nodes (a deep box, , in workspace notation) while introducing infras-

tructure components which are responsible for operations such as caching, message

transmission, and most important to us, consistency maintenance. The infrastructure

components responsible for consistency maintenance are referred to as consistency

maintenance units (CMUs). CMUs contain the implementation of a particular con-

sistency maintenance algorithm. We will discuss these algorithms in detail in section

4.1.4.

Through the provision of refinement hints, the application programmer can specify

what algorithm to use in a given CMU. If no hint is given, a default locking algorithm

is used. Refinement hints are vital to using Workspace as a framework supporting

AMP.

Figure 4.2 shows the distribution architecture of the simulated game used in our

experiment. The boxes containing three arrows ( ) represent CMUs and the boxes

containing wavy lines ( ) represent communications channels.
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Figure 4.2: Implementation level architecture of the experiments.

4.1.4 Consistency Maintenance Units

Distributed systems implemented using the Workspace Model are coordinated by a

collection of infrastructure components. Of particular interest to us are the consistency

maintenance units. As is shown in figure 4.1, CMUs are represented in the Workspace

Infrastructural notation by a box containing three arrows.

CMUs are generated by the refinery when components are linked by synchroniza-

tion connectors. The CMUs manage concurrent access, ensuring the consistency of the

data which is being guarded. They encapsulate consistency maintenance algorithms

responsible for ordering incoming calls and interacting with other CMUs.
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audit its position
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completing the call

Client

Hero

Segment

Figure 4.3: A call processed by an input broadcasting CMU.

CMUs control consistency by intercepting all method calls destined for the seg-

ments they guard. An incoming call is processed by the CMU, which determine if the

call is to be applied on the assigned segment as is or if the call should be modified or

even ignored. The CMU is the only object in the system capable of directly making

method calls to the segment that it guards. Messages can also be transmitted between

CMUs allowing changes made on one segment to be relayed to all other replicas of

that segment in the system. This framework is presented in figure 4.4.

A developer can create any number of customized CMUs and provide them to the

application to be used. Using refinement hints, different CMUs can be assigned to

different segments. Developers use refinement hints to specify which CMU is to be

used to guard a given segment. An example illustrating the use of refinement hints
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will be shown in section 4.4.1.

4.2 Creating Customized CMUs

Plug-replaceable consistency maintenance units implement consistency maintenance

algorithms. In order to use multiple algorithms within an application, many consis-

tency maintenance units have to be created. These units are customized to synchro-

nize a particular type of element, as defined by its interface. For example, the same

set of consistency maintenance units could be applicable to all mobile entities (e.g.

monsters, heroes, and sheep) as long as they all implement a common “mobile entity”

interface.

Consistency maintenance units are built around an external and an internal inter-

face. The external interface is implemented by all segments which might be synchro-

nized (such as “item container,” “kickable ball,” or “mobile entity”). This interface

is used by the CMU to intercept calls destined for the replicated segment, as well as

by the segment itself to make outgoing calls.

The internal interface is used exclusively by the CMU to communicate with peer

consistency maintenance units on other nodes.

4.2.1 Implementing Interfaces

Creating a customized, plug-replaceable CMU using Fiaa.NET involves creating a

.NET class which implements the external and internal interfaces while extending

the Workspace CMU superclass (see figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: The two interfaces being used to implementing a customized CMU.

The external interface implemented by a custom CMU is the same interface im-

plemented by the guarded segment. Once implemented in the CMU, calls made on

the guarded segments’ methods are forwarded to the CMU’s matching method. The

CMU can examine the call and its parameters and take the appropriate action.

The internal interface defines how all of the CMUs guarding the same segment on a

different node (peer CMUs) communicate with each other. These methods are called

in response to an incoming message from peer CMUs. CMUs use these messages

to inform their peers of local state changes or to coordinate complex consistency

maintenance algorithms (such as locking).

• External Segment Interface: Both the CMU and the segment being guarded

have to implement the same interface.

• Internal Communication Interface: Every CMU guarding this kind of object

sends and receives messages using this interface.
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/// Defined in the MobileEntity Interface

/// Called when a TurnLeft() call has been intercepted

public void TurnLeft() {

// Schedule the message to be executed locally

this.ScheduleLocalEvent(Event.TURN_LEFT,

System.GetTime() + GetLocalDelay() );

// Transmit the event to peer CMUs

SyncChannel.SharedEvent(Event.TURN_LEFT,

System.GetTime() + GetLocalDelay() );

}

/// Defined in the MobileEntityCMU Interface

/// Called when a peer CMU shares an event

public void SharedEvent( Event inEvent, long inTime ) {

// Wait until the time has arrived

Thread.Sleep( inTime - System.GetTime() );

// Execute the event on the guarded segment.

switch (inEvent) {

case Event.TURN_LEFT:

GuardedComponent.TurnLeft();

break;

/*

* ...

*/

}

}

Figure 4.5: An abridged implementation of the local lag algorithm as a CMU.

4.2.2 Extending the CMU Superclass

The Workspace CMU superclass provides the programmer with two protected fields

that endows the CMU with its required functionality. We can see a portion of an

implemented CMU in figure 4.5. GuardedComponent is a reference to the guarded

segment. It is through this field alone that the guarded object can be accessed,

restricting all access to this segment via its CMU.
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The SyncChannel field inherited from WorkspaceCMU, is a reference to a commu-

nication channel accessible by all peer CMUs. This channel implements the same

internal interface as the peer CMUs. Calls made through this this channel are trans-

mitted to all of the peer CMUs, which receive the messages as incoming calls on the

methods defined by the internal interface.

In this case SyncSource, is the object allowing us to communicate with peer CMUs

and GuardedComponent is the object giving us access to the segment to which the

CMU is assigned.

4.3 Using Workspace as an AMP System

The Workspace Model allows us to use the AMP properties (asymmetric assignment,

multiple algorithms within the application, and a plug-replaceable interface) to de-

velop distributed interactive applications. With the Workspace Model, CMUs are

applied on a per-component basis. This allows CMUs to be applied to individual

segments. This satisfies the asymmetric and multiple CMU application properties.

Plug-replaceability is achieved by creating the appropriate interfaces as described

in the previous section. For our experiment, we created both a mobile entity interface

as well as a mobile entity CMU class (see figure 4.6). These classes were used along

with the superclasses provided by the Workspace framework to design segments and

compatible CMUs. By sharing the interfaces, CMUs could be created which were

plug-replaceable modules.
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<<interface>>

MobileEntity

+ TurnLeft()

+ TurnRight()

+ StopMoving()

+ MoveForward()

+ MoveBackward()

<<interface>>

MobileEntityCMU

+ ShareEvent (Event, Time)

+ ShareFullState (Pos, Vel, Ori, Time)

WorkspaceCMU

+ GuardedObject

+ SyncChannel

Hero

- Colour

- Draw()

LocalLagCMU

Figure 4.6: Abridged class diagram of our game simulation.

4.4 Experience with an AMP System

The experiment conducted in chapter 3 consisted of a simulated multiplayer game

containing a client-controlled hero. This simulation was built using Fiaa.NET, allow-

ing us to discover both benefits and weaknesses of the AMP approach. Our overall

impressions from using this system were positive. Fiaa.NET’s plug-replaceable con-

sistency maintenance facilitated experimentation and allowed us to apply different

CMUs to different elements, appropriate to the desired usability properties. Since

different nodes could synchronize their segments using different consistency mainte-

nance algorithms, the simulation clients could apply changes immediately while giving

the server the opportunity to audit client states and possibly transmit corrections.

4.4.1 Benefits to Using AMP

The primary benefit to using an AMP system is the separation of concerns between

consistency maintenance and application code. Fiaa.NET applications are written
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// Input refinement hint for local lag CM unit with 250ms delay

cClientSideHero.SetCccm<OutgoingLocalLagCmu>(250);

Figure 4.7: Providing a refinement hint to a component of the game.

using C# and no explicit Workspace code is required beyond a block of initialization

instructions. All of the consistency maintenance code is isolated in CMUs (requiring

consistency maintenance developers to have an understanding of the framework in

order to implement). This level of transparency allows developers unfamiliar with

the Fiaa.NET framework to immediately contribute to an AMP project.

We also found that plug-replacing consistency maintenance algorithms is a simple

process. It requires only the introduction of refinement hints in the initialization

portion of the code, to choose which CMU to apply to each element. Figure 4.7

shows a refinement hint specifying the local lag CMU on the client side.

Changing consistency maintenance schemes so efficiently allows developers to eas-

ily automate experiments with different consistency maintenance algorithms. We

were able to quickly compare five different consistency maintenance algorithms and,

by using the information collected, could select the optimal algorithm for each situa-

tion.

4.4.2 Weaknesses of AMP

The weaknesses we discovered when using the Fiaa.NET framework deal with the

orthogonality of the plug-replaceable units. Plug-replaceablilty implies a separation

of concerns between the game logic code and consistency maintenance code. Indepen-

dence between every plug-replaceable consistency maintenance module is also implied.
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We found that in order to effectively use our AMP system with a client-server model,

the CMUs guarding the server segments have to be capable of interacting with all

of other potential peer CMUs. We also found that having multiple CMUs within

the same application limits what can be accomplished by any individual CMU. We

discuss three examples of these issues, each affecting one of the AMP properties.

Asymmetry May Require Interdependent CMUs

Consistency maintenance algorithms may not be completely independent. AMP al-

lows replicas of a given segment to be assigned different CMUs on different nodes. On

a system consisting of two clients and a server, Client A might employ a CMU im-

plementing local lag, while Client B employs a more pessimistic algorithm. Between

these two clients is the server, whose CMU connects to its heterogeneous peers (see

figure 4.8).

The CMU which will be deployed on the server (the Server CMU ) will be receiving

incoming updates from two CMUs, each implementing a different algorithm. The

simple local lag algorithm being used by Client A transmits position updates along

with a timestamp as they are generated, and does not expect to receive any update

from the server except for corrections. Client B is running a pessimistic CMU, which

depends entirely on updates from the server in order to ensure that the state of its

guarded segment never requires a correction.

The developer of the Server CMU has to be prepared to treat each peer differently,

transmitting regular updates to the pessimistic CMU so it can update its guarded

segment and only transmitting corrections to the local lag CMU if it determines that

an illegal state has been entered.
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Figure 4.8: Asymmetric CMUs for the same element on three computational nodes.

In this situation where relatively simple consistency maintenance algorithms are

used, it is shown how CMUs cannot be developed completely independent of each

other if they are guarding segments using the same interface. While the algorithms

are technically plug-replaceable, the client’s consistency maintenance algorithms may

not behave as expected unless the server is familiar with all possible CMUs at the

client’s end of the communication.

Multiple Algorithms Limit Scope

Our second problem deals with the separation of concerns between CMUs and game

code. Systems that provide coarse grained consistency maintenance can have mech-

anisms ensuring consistency of multiple segments at once. This can provide CMUs

with more information, which can allow more powerful CMUs to be created.

For example, the server is responsible for ensuring that compromised clients do not

get illegal updates integrated into the canonical state. For this to be performed, the

server can examine the position of an element in a segment (for example, a wandering
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monster) compare it to the world map (another element of the game, in a different

segment) and double check that its position is legal. This requires the server to

interact with two game elements as stored in two different segments.

Since an auditing function requires direct access to two segments, it cannot be

performed by a single CMU. A CMU’s view of the game world is restricted to the

contents of the segment it is guarding and the messages it receives from its peers.

Plug-replaceability Dependent upon Interfaces

Another weakness of an AMP system stems from how the CMUs become plug-

replaceable. CMUs are plug-replaceable due to the consistent use of an internal and

external interface. The problem occurs at the level of the internal interface, which is

used by the CMU to communicate with its peers.

When the developer creates a new CMU, they might determine that the internal

interface needs to be modified in order to implement the consistency maintenance

algorithm. When changes are made to an interface, all CMUs that implemented the

interface prior to the changes are invalidated and must be updated.

We encountered this in developing our game simulation for chapter 3. The first

CMU we developed had implemented an input broadcasting mechanism. We designed

the internal interface with a method which could transmit an input update (input

updates such as: turn left or proceed backward). When it was determined that the

next CMU we wanted to create would implement the local lag algorithm, we needed

a way to transmit a timestamp along with the input update. This required an update

to the internal interface.

Upon updating the internal interface, the input broadcasting CMU needs to be
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updated in order to remain plug-compatible with the system, as the version of the

interface it had implemented did not include the new method. This was encountered

once again when the periodic state update and hybrid local lag CMUs were built, and

we needed a mechanism to transmit a full segment state update.

It could be argued this weakness could be avoided if the internal interfaces had

been correctly designed ahead of time to anticipate all possible uses. One of the

touted advantages of a plug-replaceable system is the ability to experiment with

different algorithms. Development of further algorithms (and possible updates to the

interface) are guided by the results of earlier experiments.

A similar weakness occurs when the segment-interface is updated. If the game

developer chooses to extend the functionality of the game and modifies the “mobile

element” interface, the entire library of CMUs designed for that segment’s interface

becomes obsolete.

While the potential invalidation of CMUs is a weakness, this weakness is relatively

minor and could be considered advantageous. Often, in the case of extending the

CMU interface to add new methods to communicate, the existing CMUs will not use

them. An input broadcasting CMU will never have to transmit a timestamp along

with an update, so while it will have to implement the new method which includes

the timestamp, it will be an empty method, as it can ignore timestamped updates it

has no use for that information.

The advantage stemming from this weakness is that the errors caused by extend-

ing an interface are entirely predictable. When a method is added or updated in the

interface, every CMU implementing that interface requires exactly the same correc-

tion. While it would be ideal if no errors were introduced, in cases where problems are
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unavoidable, it is a boon to developers to know the nature of the required corrections

and where they should be applied. If consistency maintenance was not orthogonal to

game code, the scope of the potentially affected code increases dramatically.

In light of these observations, such weaknesses are considered relatively minor

when compared to the benefits of a plug-replaceable system discussed in section 4.4.1.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we reviewed the Workspace Model, the architectural model imple-

mented by the Fiaa.NET framework. The Workspace Model supports the AMP

properties. The AMP properties provide the asymmetric application of multiple con-

sistency maintenance algorithms within the same application using a plug-replaceable

infrastructure. After a discussion of the Workspace Model and outlining how it sup-

ports AMP, we introduced CMUs, Workspace’s implementation of consistency main-

tenance modules. After a conceptual overview of the CMU, we examined how they

can be implemented with Fiaa.NET, using a pair of interfaces and a superclass.

Based on our experiences, we conclude the following: the Workspace Model satis-

fies the AMP properties quite effectively and allows us to quickly and easily experi-

ment with multiple consistency maintenance algorithms which had been implemented

as CMUs. The framework provided a transparent interface, encouraging a separation

of concerns between consistency maintenance and game code. Additionally, we found

that the AMP properties show significant promise as qualities beneficial in the devel-

opment of multiplayer games. While our experiences only examined the simple case

of distributed player movement (controlled by both the player as well as the server)

further research should be conducted to determine the applicability of AMP to more
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complex games.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis examined consistency maintenance in multiplayer games from the perspec-

tive of its influence on the user experience. Due to the high performance requirements

of multiplayer games, time-sensitive data is replicated on every client. Replicating

data introduces the challenge of ensuring the data segments remain consistent on all

nodes as they are updated throughout execution. This is a challenging problem due

to the non-negligible latency of inter-node communication.

Multiplayer games allow players to perform activities within a simulated game

world. Elements within the game world (such as other players, enemies, and trees)

have to support the level of interaction expected by players. Different activities are

expected to satisfy different forms of usability for players. Consistency maintenance

algorithms maintaining the data segments underlying game elements have a direct

impact on usability. These algorithms have to trade off certain aspects of the user

experience (such as feedback time and data consistency) which cannot be simultane-

ously satisfied.

This usability trade-off space was explored in chapter 3. We established a set

81
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of four usability attributes: fidelity, feedback time, smoothness of animation, and

corrections applied, and defined a quantitative approach to their measurement. A

multiplayer game simulation was developed which could monitor the performance of

each of these usability quality attributes. This allowed us to empirically evaluate the

performance of each algorithm. The experiment was conducted fifteen times, allowing

five consistency maintenance algorithms to be examined under three different latency

conditions.

Upon considering the related work as well as our experience developing the game

simulation, we made several observations. We found that activities involving different

elements in a game would have different usability requirements and different players

interact differently with the same replicated data. Based on these observations, we

posited a set of properties to structure frameworks supporting consistency mainte-

nance. These were named the AMP properties. An AMP framework provides the

following functionality:

• Asymmetric: Allows data replicated on multiple nodes to be maintained by

different algorithms.

• Multiple: Allows for multiple consistency maintenance algorithms to be used

within an application.

• Plug-replaceable: Allows consistency maintenance algorithms to be created as

modules. These modules are orthogonal to game code and can be alternated

easily.

Our experimental framework was built using Fiaa.NET, an AMP framework im-

plementing the Workspace Model. Our experiment was the first use of the Workspace
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Model as a platform for plug-replaceable consistency maintenance. We therefore used

this opportunity to perform a qualitative evaluation of the framework.

Having experimented with an AMP system, we found that the plug-replaceable

infrastructure facilitated the experimentation between multiple consistency mainte-

nance algorithms. The algorithms could be alternated efficiently without modifying

the core game logic code. This is helpful when developers are determining the best

choice of algorithm for any particular situation, as choosing algorithms is difficult due

to usability trade-offs.

Our experiences with the Workspace Model did reveal several weaknesses in the

AMP properties. For instance, we found that the asymmetry and plug-replaceable

properties could conflict during development. The orthogonality implied by a plug-

replaceable approach is compromised when a consistency maintenance module (no-

tably the module located on the server in a centralized core architecture) has to

interact with modules implementing different algorithms. One module requires some

level of familiarity with other modules if they are to interact. The second weakness

involved how the introduction of consistency maintenance modules at a per-segment

level of granularity limited the data available to any single module. Some modules

might have been able to perform more effectively, if they could have considered the

data in other data segments. Finally, updating the interface resulted in every module

requiring updates, as the consistency maintenance modules were built around shared,

customized interfaces.

These weaknesses were considered to be minor when compared to the benefits

gained from AMP. The ability to rapidly experiment with many algorithms, to reuse

algorithms within the application and in new applications, and to keep consistency
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maintenance code orthogonal to application code significantly outweighed the afore-

mentioned weaknesses.

5.1 Future Work

There are several paths for further research in the area of consistency maintenance

for multiplayer games. First, the trade-off space of these algorithms is not limited to

usability issues. Other attributes exist which should be considered, for instance the

generated network traffic or security concerns involving the transmitted data. Addi-

tionally, this thesis examined the game situation of players moving their avatars in

a virtual environment. Future research should include an examination of the influ-

ence of consistency maintenance on other activities, such as action-based combat or

economic transactions.

Another issue which remains unexplored was that of the evolution of consistency

maintenance algorithms throughout execution. While the AMP properties allow for

the algorithms to be assigned at launch time, it is possible that an element in an

application might require different consistency maintenance algorithms at different

times, and will have to alternate at runtime. Both the infrastructure required for

such as system, as well as the algorithms used to determine when a new consistency

maintenance scheme would be needed are interesting problems. This introduces prob-

lems such as resynchronizing replicated elements with respect to their new consistency

maintenance algorithms.
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